Siem Reap, Cambodia, February 2019

Dear BENEFACTORS & FRIENDS.

We have started 2019 with a series of EDUCATIONAL WORKSHOPS,
implemented in our facilities in DEI KOMA-The Children's Land,

- DENTAL HYGIENE: Prevention and Action.
- The best way to attack cavities is prevention and we have made a total of
FOUR informative workshops, with illustrative examples, practices and
individual assessment, case by case, to propose a diagnosis and apply a
treatment.
- From here we would like to take the opportunity to thank the PACIFIC
SMILES Dental Clinic in Australia, for being the Benefactors of the 2019
Annual Dental Care budget.

Listening carefully what is going on!!.

- SOCIAL NETWORKS: Advantages vs. Dangers.
Do we think about what young people do in social networks?

-

- Do we ask ourselves who are their friends in these networks?
- It is surprising to discover how in social networks accepting requests for
friendship from people we do not know has become a habit. The young
people copy their adults, they want to have many "friends", without caring
who they are, for fame, for having social notoriety, to be accepted in a
group, and that is when the harassment begins in the networks, and above
all it is an open field for pedophilia.

-

- For those who do not know, there are some chilling facts about the
thousands of children and young people who are disappearing due to
mismanagement of social networks. They will come into contact with sexual
predators, aware of the inexperience that young people have and parents or
guardians too busy or oblivious of a fearful reality.

- We cannot prevent our children from using social networks, since they have
many good things, and if we forbid it, our children will find the way to do so.
At TFC we have decided on an education in the proper use of social
networks.

- To begin with, we teach them to only accept friendships from people they
know directly, rejecting any request for friendship that comes from
strangers; refrain from editing images of their private areas, such as
bedrooms or homes; knowing how to block an application; and above all,
building the confidence with parents and tutors to tell us about their
interactions and social networks, in case they suspect some type of abuse is
being committed.

-

UNIVERSITY STUDIES
- Our young university students are adapting day by day to their new
environment, educational programs, research, exams and finally to a new
cycle.

-

-

TECHNICAL STUDIES
- We are very proud of our students in hospitality, specifically in CULINARIA.
During these months, they are practicing at the Hotel SOKHA, one of the
most emblematic in the city of Siem Reap.

-

-

-

-

ENGLISH CERTIFICATES
- At JAVI School, our school, the English Certificates have been awarded to
students who have been studying with enthusiasm and have passed at least
3 levels. Very happy, they received the honors of their teacher and the
board of the NGO.

-

-

-

-

DIAMOND PROGRAM
- We are carrying out assessments to incorporate more people to the
Diamond Program, and the 91 year old grandfather named KHATT has just
received the first delivery of food, attention and, above all, our love. He lives
in a metal and wood house that the family that owns the land has built for
him out of compassion for an elderly widower with two children who are
unaccounted for.

-

-

MARKETING
- We Thanks to SOLE and CARMEN for the videos and photos they are working
on, after having shared a week of work with us, to gather all the necessary
information and reflect it in their work.

-

CLOTHING DONATIONS
- Many THANKS to the donations of sports equipment that Carmen sent us
from the UAE with the collaboration of her friends. We also THANK Liz and
Steve for the clothes they brought us in their most recent visit. We would
like to take the opportunity to invite as many people as they wish to donate
any material that they are no longer using and that is in good condition.

-

Many THANKS for your TRUST, for your DEVOTION and ENTHUSIASM, but above
all, for your LOVE.
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